Misaligned shaft affects the bearings characteristics and significantly diminishes the range of safe bearing operation and it generates the mixed friction and transient conditions of unstable operation.. Misalignment of journal bearing can be caused by position errors too. Journal bearings with. hyperboloidal profile extend the bearing operation range without the stress concentration on the edges of bush and the load can be carried without application of self--aligning bearings.
INTRODUCTION
The fulfilling of condition for journal and bush axis parallelism as well as co-axiality of bushes bores is problematic in the practice. An increase in precise positioning of these elements causes a significant increase in the costs of machining. The rotor which is generally supported between two bearings causes the bending of shaft in relation to the bearing. Misaligned shaft affects the bearings characteristics and significantly diminishes the range of safe bearing operation and it generates the mixed friction and transient conditions of unstable operation.. Misalignment of journal bearing can be caused by position errors too. Journal bearings with. hyperboloidal profile extend the bearing operation range without the stress concentration on the edges of bush and the load can be carried without application of self--aligning bearings [1] [2] [3] [4] . In literature there is a lack of data on the oil film temperature distribution of hyperboloidal journal bearings running with laminar, adiabatic oil film and at the static equilibrium position of the journal. Put introduction here. For the hyperboloidal bearing the operating characteristics as oil film pressure, temperature fields, static equilibrium position angle, Sommerfeld number, maximum oil film temperature have been obtained by iterative solution of the Reynolds', energy and viscosity equations. Adiabatic oil film, laminar flow in the bearing gap as well as aligned and misaligned orientation of journal in the bush were considered. 
OIL FILM TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
The profile variation of hyperboloidal bearing which is given by Eqn. (1) gives a negligible modification of cylindrical bush. It allows to use the Reynolds equation for describing the oil flow in the bearing gap. The case of misaligned axis of journal and bush of hyperboloidal profile is showed in Fig.1 .
Figure 1 Geometry of hyperboloidal bearing
The oil film thickness is given by the following equation:
Pressure distribution was computed from Reynolds equation (2) on the assumption of variable viscosity [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Oil film temperature and viscosity distribution has been found by the iterative solution of Eqn. (1), (2) and energy one [2] . 
RESULTS

Numerical
FINAL REMARKS
Hyperboloiodal journal bearing affects the operation of bearing operating with misaligned axis of journal and bush. It changes the oil film pressure and temperature distributions. At misaligned operation there is the decrease in the maximum oil film temperature as compare to the cylindrical journal bearings
